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Introduction:  

Teratomas are tumors of embryonic starting place composed of tissue or organs derived from the three germinal layers which 

includes endoderm, mesoderm and neuroectoderm in various tiers. Teratoma actually skill ‘monstrous tumor’ in Greek, a reference 

to the jumbled mass of extraordinary tissues which is frequent attribute of these tumors. Teratomas have 

been suggested to include hairs, teeth, bone and cells like these located in more than a few organs and glands. Intrapericardial 

teratoma is a rare, congenital, pedunculated scientific entity. Two-thirds of these instances happened in infants, half of of 

whom have been much less than a month histori. The most normal website online of teratomas is the gonads observed by way of the 

mediastinum. Most of the cardiac teratomas have been determined in the pericardium and the relaxation in the myocardium. The 

intrapericardial teratomas are typically benign tumors however may additionally be existence threatening due to the 

fact of massive pericardial effusion and cardiac tamponade. Early surgical elimination is curative. 

 

A teratoma is a kind of germ phone tumor with tissue or organ factors comparable to everyday derivatives of greater than one germ 

layer which is honestly existing at birth. A 9-years-old boy was once admitted with signs and symptoms of breathlessness, fatigue, 

swelling in proper higher parasternal vicinity and moderate chest ache on exertion. A giant tumor was once printed through thoracic 

computed tomography with mild displacement of coronary heart and pericardial effusion. The tumor was once efficiently resected 

surgically. Histopathology examination established the analysis of an intrapericardial mature teratoma. The affected person had an 

uneventful recuperation and he is every day after one 12 months comply with up. Rarity of the lesion makes this case precious of 

documentation. 

 

Case Report 

Previously healthy, 9-years historic boy got here to our branch providing with mild swelling of proper parasternal region, dyspnea 

and moderate chest pain on exertion. On bodily examination, he used to be tachypnic with pulse fee of 130/min and 

respiratory fee 25/min. Auscultation of each lungs had been normal. Heart sounds had been additionally everyday barring any 

underlying pathological suggestions. Dullness to percussion on the proper higher parasternal location used to be present. 

The proper jugular vein was once little distended. Patient used to be afebrile. A thoracic computed 

tomography published a massive tumor of about 4.5 × 6 × eight cm inner the pericardium. The affected person was 

once organized for the surgery. After regular anesthesia, a median sternotomy was once done. While opening the chest, no 

tumor used to be considered under the sternum anterior to the pericardium. The tumor used to be felt with fingers and located to 

be placed in the proper facet of the coronary heart close to the aorta. We opened the pericardium and tumor used to be exposed. The 

tumor was once large, nicely encapsulated and connected to a peduncle close to the aortic root. The tumor pressed 

the proper atrium, the proper ventricle, aorta, finest vena cava and the pulmonary arteries. With acceptable care, the tumor used to 

be excised efficaciously besides any bleeding. The tumor used to be despatched for the histopathological examination. The affected 

person had an uneventful restoration from the operation and was once discharged domestic on submit operative seventh day. 

Pathology 

Cardiovascular issues in RA 

 

As in contrast with the commonplace population, in RA the occurrence of CV activities is accelerated to an extent similar to that 

of kind two diabetes mellitus [1-4]. RA-patients have an multiplied incidence of myocardial ischemia and infarction, cardiac failure, 

valvular coronary heart disease, pericarditis, myocarditis and, to a lesser extent, venous issues [5-21]. 

The prevalence of foremost detrimental cardiovascular occasions (MACE) augments to nearly 50% and that 

of surprising cardiac demise will increase two-fold. CV deaths show up with growing frequency 7-10 years following signs and 
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symptoms onset. 

 

Risk elements and CV facets in RA 

 

As in contrast with the established population, the occurrence of normal CV dangers factors, such as diabetes, hypertension, 

dyslipidemia, adiposity, tobacco consumption and decreased bodily health is comparable in RA-patients as in sufferers with 

coronary artery disorder (CAD). Therefore, common CV hazard elements can't be the solely clarification for 

the accelerated incidence of MACE in RA and accelerated atherosclerosis is the dominating pathologic factor. As estimated from 

angiography, systemic infection is the predominant pathologic component accounting for the excessive incidence of MACE in RA. 

A learn about, the use of fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission with concomitant pc tomographic 

registration, proven aortic infection in sufferers with energetic RA. This remark suggests subclinical vasculitis, a discovering no 

longer shared through sufferers with secure CAD except RA. In untreated RA-patients pathologic endothelial dysfunction 

and numerous vascular abnormalities have been detected.  

Autoimmune precipitated arteritides irritate lesional infection hence making plaques greater susceptible to rupture and thrombosis. 

There is additionally sturdy proof that immune dysregulation and girl intercourse are contributing pathophysiologic elements in RA 

and that continual inflammatory markers are independently related with CV morbidity and mortality. 


